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Animals’ love and acceptance for humans is welldocumented, as is the joy and stress relief they bring
to our lives. But, until now, the inherent wisdom
animals possess has been locked inside of them,
unable to be understood by most people.
Fortunately, author Dawn Hayman is here to help.
Dawn’s experience as one of the early pioneers in
interspecies communication lent her the knowledge
and understanding necessary to effectively
communicate with tens of thousands of animals,
culminating in her co-founding Spring Farm CARES,
an animal and nature sanctuary. She serves as its
vice president, overseeing the care of hundreds of
small and large domestic animals. Dawn’s ability to
communicate with animals led her to put to paper the
knowledge they possess, knowledge that can benefit
all humans, whether they’re animal lovers or not.
Animal Wisdom for Mankind is a fascinating look into
the minds of animals, led by the loquacious Amber, a
donkey with insight into the lives of humans and
animals that she’s only too happy to share. Amber
and her friends at Spring Farm CARES are willing to
give humans answers to the questions that haunt
them, but are the humans willing to listen?
Follows a little mouse as he tries to find his donkey
by inviting readers to feel different parts of donkeys
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that are not his until he finds the correct one. On
board pages.
"The secret ingredient in successful interior design
lies in the art of layering: arranging all your disparate
things so that they work together. From Amber
Lewis, the trendsetter designer known for her
effortlessly layered look, comes a book for attaining
a modern eclectic style"-From #1 Bestselling, award winning author Debra
Clopton: Five ranch-hands inherit a Texas ranch
from their boss and vow to make the New Horizon
Ranch the success their beloved boss envisioned it
to be when he chose to leave his legacy in their
care. Along the way they each find the love of a
lifetime. You’ll fall in love with these fun, sweet,
emotional love stories. HER TEXAS COWBOY:
CLIFF, Book One She needed someone to love her
and never let her go...but she's afraid. Professional
bull rider Cliff Masterson has been chasing his
dreams for years but after rescuing a beautiful
cowgirl from being trampled by a bull now he's
suddenly dreaming of love, home and hearth.
Because Maddie Rose has had enough people in
her life leave and she's not willing to risk her heart on
anyone, especially a bull rider with wanderlust in his
veins. Sparks fly as this determined cowboy tries to
prove to this feisty cowgirl that the only thing he's
chasing now is wedding bells with her... Thankfully
he's got the help of three meddling matchmakers to
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help him get his happily ever after? RESCUED BY
HER COWBOY: RAFE, Book Two Five ranch-hands
inherit a Texas ranch from their boss and are
determined to make New Horizon Ranch the
success he envisioned when he chose to leave his
legacy in their care. When runaway bride, Sadie
Archer’s car breaks down on the outskirts of Mule
Hollow, Texas, she’s not exactly dressed to fix the
blown tire. Then again, she hadn’t planned on this
road trip or her life falling apart a week before her
wedding. But now that she’s hit the road, destination
unknown, Sadie’s decided it’s time to disappear for
a while and find out exactly what it is she wants out
of life. But first she needs to change her flat tire and
that is easier said than done when one is wearing… A
bunny suit! Ex-cowboy star Rafe Masterson thinks
he’s seeing things at first but yes—that is definitely a
female head sticking out of the furry white bunny
suit, tangling with a spare tire. A cowboy who guards
his heart carefully, he’s still always willing to help
someone in need…even one wearing white fur from
top to bottom. Completely captivated by the unusual
woman, Rafe senses she’s in trouble in more ways
than the flat tire. He’s part owner of the New
Horizon Ranch and offers her a job as cook—even
though they don’t need a cook. Sadie accepts even
though she can’t really cook but this is the perfect
answer to her needs right now…and how hard can it
be anyway? These two might be down-on-love but
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love hasn’t given up on them and the Matchmaking
Posse of Mule Hollow has just gotten them in their
sights... PROTECTED BY HER COWBOY: CHASE,
Book Three Being a bridesmaid at her best friend’s
wedding in the sleepy town of Mule Hollow Texas is
the perfect place for Amber Rivers to lay low to avoid
a stalker hot on her heels back in Houston. She
loves her job and her city life and isn’t looking to
stay long in the country-but she’s blindsided by her
attraction to the self-assured rancher, Chase
Hartley… Chase agrees to watch over socialite
Amber while his partner heads off on his honeymoon
but despite the high voltage sparks lighting up
between them he has no intention of getting any
closer to Amber than necessary to keep her safe.
But he soon realizes there’s a whole lot more to
Amber than he first assumed and keeping his
distance is becoming harder with every passing
moment they’re together. An outside threat plus a
little friendly tampering from the meddling
Matchmakin’ Posse of Mule Hollow puts this couple
on high alert as they try not to fall in love. LOVING
HER BEST FRIEND COWBOY: TY, Book Four Will
Ty Calder, mild mannered partner in the New
Horizon Ranch, get his secret Christmas wish and
heal his lonesome heart this season? Four years
ago he did the right thing and sent his best friend,
Mia Shaw off with a hug and best wishes in her
quest for her rodeo dreams to come true. But now
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she’s back for the Christmas holiday and he’s not
sure he can send her off again without revealing his
true feelings… Mia is trying to heal from an injury that
could end her run for the championship. But, lately
her heart’s not been completely committed to her
rodeo dreams and Ty has her thinking he might just
be the reason. Suddenly, tensions are running high
between Mia and Ty…sparks are flying this Christmas
at the New Horizon Ranch. Now these two are
dodging mistletoe, matchmakers and the kiss
they’re both fighting to avoid and longing for. This is
going to be one Christmas these two will remember
forever. FAMILY FOR A COWBOY: DALTON, Book
Five Dalton Borne is a cowboy who keeps his past
closed up inside. He’s watched his partners at the
New Horizon Ranch find love and he’s happy for
them and even envious. But his past prevents him
from believing he deserves a future that includes a
love of his own. But then one stormy night he
rescues a very pregnant Rae Anne Tyson from
floodwaters and nearly ends up delivering her baby
on the side of the road. Suddenly Dalton’s life is
turned upside down and no matter what he believes
he does or doesn’t deserve—he can’t walk away
from helping Rae Anne.. THE MISSION OF HER
COWBOY: TREB, Book Six Former special ops
soldier Treb Carson has returned to his ranching
roots joining up with the New Horizon Ranch.
Afghanistan and the loss of his brother have him
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ready to move forward into happier times-he's
looking for love and to start a family. He’s not
expecting to be captivated by Megan Tanner, the
completely wrong woman for his plans. The
workaholic, new veterinarian in town doesn't have
marriage on her agenda and she’s made that clear,
but he can’t get her or the kiss they share off his
mind. Megan Tanner has her personal reasons for
not believing in happily-ever-after, but now she’s
moved to the hometown of the Matchmakin’ Posse
of Mule Hollow. Avoiding their antics is easy for now,
its calving season and that means no time for
anything but work and building her vet practice. But
then she’s blindsided by the smokin’-hot, ex-military
cowboy and the immediate sparks she can’t deny or
the kiss she can’t forget. And he’s got a certain
three, nosy ladies on his side…can the “Posse” help
this couple find their happily-ever-after? MADDIE’S
SECRET BABY: NEW HORIZON RANCH SHORT
STORY, Book Seven Keeping a secret has never
been so hard—all Maddie wanted to do was let Cliff
be the first to know they were expecting a baby! But
getting caught in a hold up at the Sip-N-Go with the
Matchmakin’ Posse (aka the grapevine of Mule
Hollow) and two teenagers, has Maddie fighting to
keep chaos from breaking out inside the
convenience store. And now just getting everyone
out alive is Maddie’s goal. But Maddie’s used to
wrangling cattle and bulls into line and doing what it
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takes to get the job done…now, keeping three feisty,
old ladies from driving the robbers to shoot them just
to shut them up is proving to be a rodeo of a new
kind. Keeping her baby secret, fighting robbers, the
Posse and morning sickness has Maddie unsure if
she’ll ever see Cliff again, much less share her
secret baby news. Don’t miss story #7 in the New
Horizon Ranch series. A short story involving Maddie
and Cliff from book #1 in the series. If you’ve been
hoping for baby news for them during this series
you’ll enjoy this quick fun read. THIS COWGIRL
LOVES THIS COWBOY: AUSTIN, Book Eight
Cowgirls don’t cry—they just move on. Cowgirl
Jolene Bartee has just taken a job at the New
Horizon Ranch helping break wild horses and is
looking for a fresh start. Almost immediately she’s
pulled over by the law…a very hot and hunky sheriff
who has her hackles up and her heart thumping. But
if there is one thing she knows, it’s that Bartee’s
and the law don’t mix. Sheriff Deputy Austin Drake
is working overtime helping support his recently
widowed sister and niece. Tired and lonesome he’s
decided he’s losing his mind if a sassy mouthed,
rumpled cowgirl with a chip on her shoulder can get
his blood rushing and his heart pumping. But,
chemistry can’t be denied and everyone around
them is noticing, including the town matchmakers.
Like fire and ice these two ignite as their hearts melt
and love blooms in the midst of obstacles. Let down
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by too many men in her past can Jolene trust her
heart to Austin? Or is it time to move on… Not if
Austin can help it. He’s out to win Jolene’s heart
and prove he’s not like the others and he’s the man
to make her dreams come true. Topics: Cowboy
romance, rodeo, clean and wholesome romance,
western romance, sweet romance, contemporary
romance, military romance, series, romantic
suspense series, mystery, romance, funny romance,
modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas
cowboys, Texas romance, beach reads, wealthy,
USA today, USA today bestseller, horses in
romance, small town romance, smart romance,
mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot
romance, debra clopton, debra clopton romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement,
engagement romance, new york times bestseller
romance, NYT romance, new york times romance,
sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, army, army
series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman,
cop romance, wealthy hero, rancher, firefighter,
fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine,
captivating romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon,
contemporary, Medical examiner, Doctor, best
friend, friends to lovers, girl next door, Perfect for
readers who love Samantha Chase, Debbie
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Macomber, Melody Grace, Annie Rains, Carolyn
Brown, Bella Andre, Lucy Kevin, Pamela Kelley,
Pamela M. Kelley, Kay Correll, Susan Mallery, Jill
Sanders, Hope Ramsay, Jean Oram, Becky Wade,
Denise Hunter, Chris Keniston, Linda Lael Miller,
Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates, A. J. Pine, C. J.
Carmical, Lori Wilde, Shanae Johnson, Callie J.
Brooks, Cora Seton, Jennifer Ashely, Hallmark
Movies, Hallmark Romance, Barbara Freethy,
Bridesmaid Series, Beach reads, happily-ever-after,
sexy heroes in clean and wholesome books, books
under $4.00
This sweet barnyard Christmas counting story
makes the perfect gift! In the barn on Christmas Eve,
After all the people leave, The animals, in voices
low, Remember Christmas long ago . . . So begins a
sweet rhyming story in which a group of animals
recounts the events surrounding Jesus' birth in the
manger, and the parts some of their ancestors
played in it.
Annotated in his wry, inimitable voice, Juergen Teller
presents over three decades of fashion and editorial
work in a groundbreaking volume that combines
photography, collage, and candid (and often
humorous) autobiography. One of the most
influential photographers working today, Juergen
Teller creates images that are instantly recognizable.
Raw, often overexposed and displaying a
spontaneity and candor, Teller’s visual language
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reflects a measured yet uncompromising sense of
rebellion. This book includes landmark editorials with
nearly every important fashion label of the era and
celebrities from Kate Moss to Charlotte Rampling
and Kurt Cobain to Yves Saint Laurent. Outtakes of
iconic shoots (including infamous ones with
Courtney Love, Cindy Sherman, Marc Jacobs,
Victoria Beckham, and Björk) that have never been
published will be included in this volume. Teller first
broke into fashion in 1996 with a magazine cover of
a naked Kristen McMenamy with the word Versace
scrawled across her chest. Since then, his fashion
photography has been featured in all the
international Vogues, AnOther Magazine, Index, SelfService, W, Details, Purple, i-D, and 032c, among
others. A highly sought-after cult hero and the author
of many iconic campaigns, Teller has collaborated
with the likes of Helmut Lang, Raf Simons, Hedi
Slimane, Nicolas Ghesquière, Phoebe Philo,
Vivienne Westwood, Miuccia Prada, and Isabel
Marant, and shot every season of Marc Jacobs’s
ready-to-wear collections from 1998 to 2014.
This collection of eleven evocative, accessible and
funny stories for children of 5+ tells how a particular
animal came to be as it is now. The Whale grew up
in God's vegetable patch but was banished to sea
when he became too large and crushed all His
carrots; the Polar Bear was lured to the North Pole
by the other animals who were jealous that she
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always won the annual beauty contest; the Hare has
asked the moon to marry him but can never stretch
his ears high enough to hear her reply; the Bee must
sip honey all day long to sweeten the bitter demon
that runs through his veins . . . each story is a delight
for reading alone or aloud.
Amber Sparks holds her crown in the canon of the
weird with this fantastical collection of “eye-popping
range” (John Domini, Washington Post). Boldly
blending fables and myths with apocalyptic
technologies, Amber Sparks has built a cultlike
following with And I Do Not Forgive You. Fueled by
feminism in all its colors, her surreal worlds—like
Kelly Link’s and Karen Russell’s—are all-too-real. In
“Mildly Happy, With Moments of Joy,” a friend is
ghosted by a text message; in “Everyone’s a
Winner at Meadow Park,” a teen coming-of-age in a
trailer park befriends an actual ghost. Rife with
“sharp wit, and an abiding tenderness” (Ilana
Masad, NPR), these stories shine an interrogating
light on the adage that “history likes to lie about
women,” as the subjects of “You Won’t Believe
What Really Happened to the Sabine Women” will
attest. Written in prose that both shimmers and
stings, the result is “nothing short of a raging
success, a volume that points to a potentially
incandescent literary future” (Kurt Baumeister, The
Brooklyn Rail).
Parents are searching for resources, and The Shaggy
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Donkey Children's Book is a positive and encouraging
reflection of a True Story of Resiliency for Children, Cocreated by Children. Made with love by a mother, father
and their two daughters, The Shaggy Donkey has
something for everyone! Turn the pages to discover what
The Shaggy Donkey has to say about resiliency to
children, and his unique gift he has to share with them!
Visit TheShaggyDonkey.com for more resiliency
resources! "As a mama, we hope to find ways to teach
our children about important character qualities such as
kindness and resilience and it can be so hard to find
resources! I loved reading this charming story to my 4
children and watching the smiles cross their faces as
they learned the story of Shaggy Donkey. As we watch
The Shaggy Donkey transform from a lonely hopeless
animal to a loved and confident pet, my kids can hear
how they have unique gifts that can help others. I am
delighted to add this book to our library, and look forward
to reading it through many times and being reminded
that we can transform any obstacle to an opportunity.
Thank you, Shaggy Donkey, for reminding my family
about the importance of spreading kindness!" Brittany L.
Pediatric Speech Language Pathologist "The Shaggy
Donkey is a beautiful story about finding the good in
ourselves and embracing the valuable gift of love. It's so
important to instill the importance of taking care of living
creatures for our children and this story nails it. One
experience is all it takes to change a child, and
sometimes a whole family for the rest of their lives. Must
read!!" Justine S. Children's Teacher and Business
Owner "Our resilience after a painful past is a testment
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to the gift of Grace we receive from God. Take it from
The Shaggy Donkey; until his Rescuer came to change
his neglectful circumstances, he lived in pain and fear.
As he followed his new Master out of his dark and lonely
barn, he began to sense a joy he never knew.
Eventually, in his new home where love grew on trees,
The Shaggy Donkey couldn't help but hee-haw with joy
and ease." Jenny M. Children's Teacher
Sit back and enjoy time on the ranch. They didn't have
family so they claimed each other. Five ranch-hands
inherit a Texas ranch from their boss and vow to make
the New Horizon Ranch the success their beloved boss
envisioned it to be when he chose to leave his legacy in
their care. Along the way they each find the love of a
lifetime. You’ll fall in love with these fun, sweet,
emotional love stories. "If you love Debbie Macomber's
Heart of Texas series you'll love Debra Clopton's books!"
This collection of clean and wholesome novels are fun,
romantic—Debra Clopton at her best! Book 1: HER
TEXAS COWBOY: CLIFF (a western romance book that
will leave you with a smile) Cowgirl Maddie Rose has
never belonged anywhere but she’s just inherited part of
New Horizon Ranch—along with her partners, four
handsome, extremely capable cowboys… Maddie’s
trying to adjust to her new life and her new partners and
she’s out to prove herself worthy of the honor of the
inheritance. Loving her new life in the small Texas town
of Mule Hollow, she’s determined that, for the first time
in her life, she’s going to finally belong somewhere…the
last thing she expects is Professional Bull Rider Cliff
Masterson sweeping into her life and turning everything
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upside down. Her heart included. But Maddie’s had
enough people in her life leave and she’s not willing to
risk her heart on him—Sparks fly as he’s determined to
prove to the feisty cowgirl that the only thing he’s
chasing now is wedding bells with her… Book 2:
RESCUED BY HER COWBOY: RAFE When runaway
bride, Sadie Archer’s car breaks down on the outskirts
of Mule Hollow, Texas, she’s not exactly dressed to fix
the blown tire. Then again, she hadn’t planned on this
road trip or her life falling apart a week before her
wedding. But now that she’s hit the road, destination
unknown, Sadie’s decided it’s time to disappear for a
while and find out exactly what it is she wants out of life.
She’s not expecting that to be a cowboy! Rafe
Masterson is a cowboy who guards his heart carefully
but he’s always willing to help someone in need…even
one wearing a bunny suit. He is completely captivated by
the woman wearing white fur from top to bottom. Sensing
she’s in trouble in more ways than the flat tire he offers
her a job as cook—even though his ranch doesn’t need a
cook. Sadie accepts even though she can’t cook, but
this is the perfect answer to her needs right now…and
how hard can it be anyway? These two might be downon-love but love hasn’t given up on them and the
Matchmaking Posse of Mule Hollow has just gotten them
in their sights... Book 3: PROTECTED BY HER
COWBOY: CHASE Being a bridesmaid at her best
friend’s wedding in the sleepy town of Mule Hollow
Texas is the perfect place for Amber Rivers to lay low to
avoid a stalker hot on her heels back in Houston. She
loves her job and her city life and isn’t looking to stay
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long in the country-but she’s blindsided by her attraction
to the self-assured rancher, Chase Hartley… Chase
agrees to watch over socialite Amber while his partner
heads off on his honeymoon but despite the high voltage
sparks lighting up between them he has no intention of
getting any closer to Amber than necessary to keep her
safe. But he soon realizes there’s a whole lot more to
Amber than he first assumed and keeping his distance is
becoming harder with every passing moment they’re
together. An outside threat plus a little friendly tampering
from the meddling Matchmakin’ Posse of Mule Hollow
puts this couple on high alert as they try not to fall in
love. Topics: Cowboy romance, rodeo, clean and
wholesome romance, western romance, sweet romance,
contemporary romance, military romance, series,
romantic suspense series, mystery, romance, funny
romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas,
Texas cowboys, Texas romance, beach reads, wealthy,
USA today, USA today bestseller, horses in romance,
small town romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, debra
clopton, debra clopton romance, proposal, proposal
romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york
times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times
romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family,
love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series,
long series, long romance series, army, army series,
former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop
romance, wealthy hero, rancher, firefighter, fireman,
fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating
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romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, Medical
examiner, Doctor, best friend, friends to lovers, girl next
door, Perfect for readers who love Samantha Chase,
Debbie Macomber, Melody Grace, Annie Rains, Carolyn
Brown, Bella Andre, Lucy Kevin, Pamela Kelley, Pamela
M. Kelley, Kay Correll, Susan Mallery, Jill Sanders, Hope
Ramsay, Jean Oram, Becky Wade, Denise Hunter, Chris
Keniston, Linda Lael Miller, Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates,
A. J. Pine, C. J. Carmical, Lori Wilde, Shanae Johnson,
Callie J. Brooks, Cora Seton, Jennifer Ashely, Hallmark
Movies, Hallmark Romance, Barbara Freethy,
Bridesmaid Series, Beach reads, happily-ever-after, sexy
heroes in clean and wholesome books, books under
$4.00
‘The first time Shocks saw Amber coming, he lowered
his head so she could wrap her arms around his nose. It
was as if they understood each other’s pain. Like two
broken beings, helping each other.’ When Shocks the
donkey was left for dead on a farm in Ireland, no one
ever thought he would make a full recovery. When
Amber and her twin sister Hope were born 26 weeks
premature, it was Amber who was separated from her
family and rushed into theatre for an emergency
tracheostomy. Her parents were given the devastating
news that she had Cerebral Palsy and would be unlikely
to walk or talk. Then Amber met Shocks at the Donkey
Sanctuary and their lives were changed for good. This is
their touching story of recovery through friendship.
A bit of magic, a sprinkling of adventure, and a whole lot
of heart collide in All the Impossible Things, Lindsay
Lackey's extraordinary middle-grade novel about a
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young girl navigating the foster care system in search of
where she belongs. "Wise and wondrous, this is truly a
novel to cherish.” —Katherine Applegate, New York
Times–bestselling author of Wishtree An Indies
Introduce Selection Red’s inexplicable power over the
wind comes from her mother. Whenever Ruby “Red”
Byrd is scared or angry, the wind picks up. And being
placed in foster care, moving from family to family, tends
to keep her skies stormy. Red knows she has to learn to
control it, but can’t figure out how. This time, the wind
blows Red into the home of the Grooves, a quirky couple
who run a petting zoo, complete with a dancing donkey
and a giant tortoise. With their own curious gifts, Celine
and Jackson Groove seem to fit like a puzzle piece into
Red’s heart. But just when Red starts to settle into her
new life, a fresh storm rolls in, one she knows all too
well: her mother. For so long, Red has longed to have
her mom back in her life, and she’s quickly swept up in
the vortex of her mother’s chaos. Now Red must
discover the possible in the impossible if she wants to
overcome her own tornadoes and find the family she
needs.
In a town where Amish and Englisch Mingle every day, a
grisly murder leads to mutual suspicion. Can Amber and
Hannah find the killer before fear unravels the
community . . . and before he strikes again? Even before
she heard of Owen Esch’s death, Hannah Troyer knew
something was amiss at The Cat’s Meow yarn shop.
The store has been closing at odd times, the everdependable Mary isn’t always at her post . . . and an
Englisch man has been loitering around back. Now, as
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leaves of brown, gold, and orange blanket Middlebury,
Indiana, Owen lies dead on the Pumpkinvine Trail. The
only clues to the murderer’s identity point in two very
different directions—one of them leading right to The
Cat’s Meow. The police call in a federal investigator, but
Hannah and village manager Amber Bowman are in no
mood to wait for them to figure out what they already
know—that no one from the Amish Village killed Owen
Esch. Amber and Hannah need to work quickly to solve
the murder mystery and bring harmony back to the
Amish community. Discussion Questions Included
In Middlebury’s Amish Artisan Village, murder is the last
thing anyone expects. Can Amber and Hannah find
these killers before fear unravels the community . . . or
they strike again? Murder Simply Brewed Amber Wright
is optimistic about the growing profit from her collection
of Amish shops in Middlebury, Indiana—until she receives
a call that Ethan Gray is dead. Hurrying over to A Simple
Blend, she finds a solitary hole in the front window and
the store manager lying next to the espresso machine,
dead from an apparent heart attack. All the money is still
in his register. When Amber hires a young Amish
woman, Hannah Troyer, to take over the shop’s duties,
the two women become fast friends—as well as amateur
sleuths. The police believe Gray’s death is a by-product
of vandalism, but Amber and Hannah aren't convinced.
Murder Tightly Knit Even before she heard of Owen
Esch’s death, Hannah Troyer knew something was
amiss at The Cat’s Meow yarn shop. The store has
been closing at odd times, the ever-dependable Mary
isn’t always at her post . . . and an Englisch man has
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been seen loitering around back. Now, as leaves of
brown, gold, and orange blanket Middlebury, Indiana,
Owen lies dead on the Pumpkinvine Trail. The only clues
to the murderer’s identity point in two very different
directions—one of them leading right to The Cat’s Meow.
Murder Freshly Baked Amber Bowman is thrilled to see
the turnout for the Race for a Cure—and relieved to have
something to distract her from the “Poison Poet”—an
individual who has been sending notes containing bad
poetry to warn of poisoned baked goods. Then Ryan
Duvall crosses the finish line of the race—and falls down
dead, murdered in broad daylight. But who did it? And
why? The police suspect Preston Johnston, but Amber
refuses to believe her employee could do such a thing.
Amber once again looks to her young Amish friend
Hannah Troyer to help her find the killer—and to
determine if it’s the same person leaving the cryptic
poems and pies.
Wow! Mom's boyfriend Max has invited Amber and her
mom to Walla Walla, Washington for Thanksgiving. And
Amber's dad is coming home from Paris to live nearby.
Life couldn't be better. Until Amber's dad calls. He's
expecting Amber to spend Thanksgiving with him in New
York City. And the grownups are leaving it up to Amber
to decide what to do.Suddenly, Amber feels as if she is
in the middle of a bad dream...which only gets worse
when she goes to school and meets the new girl -- Kelly
Green. No way...no one in the class has ever had a twocolor name like Amber Brown. Hannah Burton smirks
and says, "Let the color wars begin!" Home. School.
Nothing is going right. What to do? Amber Brown is
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feeling blue.
“I just feel better now Sox is here. Before, I felt like I
wanted to die. I couldn't even go to parties. Then Sox
came along. It feels like our hearts are connected – I
love him so much.” Toby When Toby Turner was
excluded from school for the third time for hitting and
kicking his teachers, his family hit rock bottom. Toby,
who has autism, felt so upset by his own aggression, he
told his parents they would be better off without him.
Terrified, Toby’s mum gave up her job as a nursery
nurse to teach him at home while they found a place for
him in a special school. Eventually, the only way the
family could get Toby out of the house was by giving him
headphones, sunglasses and a cap to block out the
world. After a difficult few years, the family was thrown a
lifeline by the charity Dogs for Good, which introduced
Toby to Sox. The adorable three-year-old Labrador
Golden Retriever was trained by the charity to help
children with autism. Within two weeks, he had turned
Toby’s life around. Together, as a family unit, and with
Sox by their side, the Turners have learned to enjoy life
again.

An unfiltered, unapologetic, hilarious, and sometimes
obscene assemblage of tales from the down-anddirty traveling comedy circuit Doug Stanhope has
been drunkenly stumbling down the back roads and
dark alleys of stand-up comedy for over a quarter of
a century, roads laden with dank bars, prostitutes,
cheap drugs, farm animals, evil dwarfs, public nudity,
menacing third-world police, psychotic breaks, sex
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offenders, and some understandable suicides. You
know, just for levity. While other comedians were
seeking fame, Stanhope was seeking immediate
gratification, dark spectacle, or sometimes just his
pants. Not to say he hasn't rubbed elbows with fame.
He's crashed its party, snorted its coke, and jumped
into its pool naked, literally and often repeatedly -- all
while artfully dodging fame himself. Doug spares no
legally permissible detail, and his stories couldn't be
told any other way. They're weird, uncomfortable,
gross, disturbing, and fucking funny. This Is Not
Fame is by no means a story of overcoming a life of
excess, immorality, and reckless buffoonery. It's an
outright celebration of it. For Stanhope, the party
goes on.
In the vein of his popular picture books Grandfather
Buffalo and Raccoon on His Own, Jim Arnosky’s
Little Burro features a lovable new character who
finds out that trying new things does not have to be
scary. Little Burro’s canyon has everything she
needs—it’s breezy and cool on a hot day, and warm
and cozy at night. One day, her band of burros
decides to travel to the lake. She does not want to
go, but finally follows when her mother calls out to
her. When they arrive, Little Burro is surprised to find
that the lake is just as nice as her canyon—and even
more fun!
Do you hear the beasts scratching at the door?
They’ve been sleeping too long, and now they’re
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getting feisty. Don’t be afraid, they’re pretty lovely
inside. And never did I see a more pretty beast than
you. Do you ever wonder how to be wild & free
again? There is beauty in being a human, too. With a
heart to feel, a mind to learn & hands to build
extraordinary things. Go forth, fiercely, bravely.
Through a mash-up of poetry, fables, comic fiction
and whimsical watercolor illustrations, this beautiful
book weaves a narrative of how we can all become
wild and free again. Looking at life through the eyes
of Sloth, Bear, Koala, and even Blob Fish, these
animals tell the stories of the raw beauty of life on
our planet, encouraging us to let go of fear, stick our
fingers/paws up at societal pressure, and accept our
beautifully flawed bodies and minds to empower us
to love ourselves and one another with abandon.
A small but brave donkey and his animal friends
become the heroes of the first Christmas in this
beautiful animated holiday movie from Sony
Pictures. Sony Pictures Animation’s film The
Star—featuring the amazing vocal talents of Anthony
Anderson, Steven Yeun, Aidy Bryant, and many
more—soars into theaters on November 10, 2017!
Discover the story of the first Christmas in a whole
new way as a fun cast of animals retells the nativity
story from their own point of view! Children and
adults alike will fall in love with this charming story
that’s sure to become a holiday classic! In Sony
Pictures Animation’s The Star, a small but brave
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donkey named Bo yearns for a life beyond his daily
grind at the village mill. One day he finds the
courage to break free, and finally goes on the
adventure of his dreams. On his journey he teams
up with Ruth, a loveable sheep who has lost her
flock, and Dave a dove with lofty aspirations. Along
with three wisecracking camels and some eccentric
stable animals, Bo and his new friends follow the
Star and become accidental heroes in the greatest
story ever told—the first Christmas. TM & © 2017
Sony Pictures Animation Inc. All rights reserved
You would have thought that having two curious
Siamese cats and a tortoise with wanderlust was
enough. Not so for Doreen and her husband
Charles, who decide to take on a baby donkey to
keep the nettles under control in the orchard. When
Annabel clip-clops into their lives they realise that,
from the ear-splitting nocturnal howling to the
numerous escape attempts, living with a donkey
won’t be plain sailing. Annabel eats everything apart
from the nettles, but eventually becomes a muchloved family member and particularly close to
Solomon, the Siamese cat, who sleeps in her bed.
Further dramas ensue when Henry, the jennet, is
introduced as a companion to Annabel and love
blossoms.
'The first time Shocks saw Amber coming, he
lowered his head so she could wrap her arms
around his nose. It was as if they understood each
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other's pain. Like two broken beings, helping each
other.' When Shocks the donkey was left for dead on
a farm in Ireland, no one ever thought he would
make a full recovery. When Amber and her twin
sister Hope were born 26 weeks premature, it was
Amber who was separated from her family and
rushed into theatre for an emergency tracheostomy.
Her parents were given the devastating news that
she had Cerebral Palsy and would be unlikely to
walk or talk. Then Amber met Shocks at the Donkey
Sanctuary and their lives were changed for good.
This is their touching story of recovery through
friendship.
The true story of a loveable rescue donkey who
becomes a hero, perfect for animal lovers
everywhere. Tracy Garton had run the Radcliffe
Donkey Sanctuary for twenty years, creating a safe
haven for more than sixty sick, unwanted and
mistreated donkeys. But after a devastatingly difficult
winter, with sky high bills, she didn't know if she
could afford to carry on - or if she had the physical
strength to keep going. Then, in the first week of
January, the phone rang. A donkey had been
abandoned 130 miles away. Rushing to his rescue
Tracy found Alan - forlorn, balding and shivering tethered up tightly in a supermarket car park. Barely
able to walk on his painfully overgrown hooves, he
had been left to die. Tracy ran her hands gently over
Alan's protruding ribs, and whispered in his ear:
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'Don't worry boy, I won't give up on you.' Over the
next twelve months, as Tracy grappled with attacks
from vandals and perilous flash floods and
desperately tried to raise money, Alan gradually
recovered - turning into a loveable rogue. As
Christmas rolled around, Tracy was too worried
about the future to enjoy the festive season. She had
no idea that the shy skinny animal she'd rescued
was going to give her the greatest gift of all . . . Alan
The Christmas Donkey is a funny, warm and
inspiring read.
International animal welfare charity The Donkey
Sanctuary is launching The Clinical Companion of
the Donkey, the revised version of The Professional
Handbook of the Donkey, which has been the
definitive text for clinicians and professionals working
in donkey medicine or surgery for over twenty years.
Now in an easy-to-read and easy-to-navigate format
over its 360 pages, this updated paperback includes
current and extra information in a bid to improve the
health and welfare of donkeys worldwide by sharing
knowledge and providing further education. Without
covering the same ground as other excellent
textbooks, The Clinical Companion of the Donkey
concentrates on those differences in the equine
species that are specific to the donkey. A new
chapter on donkey behaviour has been included, as
this is fundamental to understanding this unique
animal and the presentation of clinical signs and
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requirements for handling, nursing and treatment.
Technical colour illustrations have been included
using images from the extensive libraries at The
Donkey Sanctuary, as well as those private
collections that belong to contributors. This book will
also be available as translated versions over the
following months. Created with heart and keen
intelligence, The Clinical Companion of the Donkey
has all the attributes of the animal it aims to aid, and
will surely be the textbook of professionals involved
with donkeys for years to come.
The Wonky Donkey has a daughter in this hilarious
sequel to the runaway hit!
A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey
to run one of the most challenging races in America.
"McDougall is a gifted storyteller who gets to the
heart of the human-animal connection."--John
Grogan, author of Marley & Me.e.
There was once born a very little pony. Being quite
so little, he was rejected by his herd, and the future
looked bleak. A few fields over, a young girl was
coming to terms with the fact that she would never
be able to ride again. Unknowingly, they were about
to change each other's lives . . . The pony was Little
Alf, a Shetland pony with dwarfism, and the girl,
Hannah, who rescued him aged sixteen. From
charity work and building a business together, they
became constant companions, though there have
been a few casualties along the way - mainly garden
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ornaments and the neighbours' vegetables. Little Alf
is the story of their life together - the adventures and
the mischievous behaviour of the most adorable little
pony.
This hardbound book is the second book in a series
of books and videotapes by Meredith Hodges about
the management and training of mules and donkeys.
Donkeys react differently from horses and mules and
thus, the necessity for a book about donkeys alone.
This book can be used alone when dealing with
generally cooperative donkeys, or it can be used in
conjunction with Tapes #1 through #8 of the
videotape series if more details are needed. Donkey
Training covers everything from foal training to
advanced horsemanship with donkeys. In this book,
your donkey will learn the basics of round pen work,
refining the gaits, ground driving, patterns and
obstacles, lateral work, lengthening strides and the
basics of jumping. With the aid of this videotape
series, your donkey can achieve levels of
performance never before realized by donkey
owners. As an added feature, there is a section on
measuring equines for athletic potential that is
applicable to all equines, a section on the care and
training of jacks for breeding and a section on
massage for your equine athlete. This is a "must
have" for the donkey owner. Go to
www.luckythreeranch.com for more information.
A must-have volume for all wine lovers and those
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who love orange wine. Written by renowned orange
wine expert and award winning writer Simon J.
Woolf, Amber Revolution is the world's first book to
tell the full, forgotten story of this ancient wine (white
wine made like a red wine) and its modern struggle
to gain acceptance. It is a tale of lost identity, the
fight for survival, and pioneering winemakers--from
the Caucasus to the Adriatic. White grapes are left in
contact with their skins for days, weeks or months
during fermentation, creating stunning complexity,
unusual aromas and intense flavors. The extended
skin contact gives these wines bold amber, russet, or
orange tints. The technique is ancient, but the hype
is new and fast growing. This book includes profiles
of 180 of the best producers from 20 countries
worldwide and is crammed full of all the information
you need to find the best orange wines worldwide
together with tips for how to buy, enjoy, food-match
and age them. Beautifully illustrated with over 150
specially commissioned photos, Amber Revolution is
an essential reference work for any wine lover,
sommelier, retailer or producer who loves orange
wine. Written by renowned orange wine expert and
award winning writer Simon J. Woolf, Amber
Revolution is the world's first book to tell the full,
forgotten story of this ancient wine (white wine made
like a red wine) and its modern struggle to gain
acceptance. It is a tale of lost identity, the fight for
survival, and pioneering winemakers--from the
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Caucasus to the Adriatic. White grapes are left in
contact with their skins for days, weeks or months
during fermentation, creating stunning complexity,
unusual aromas and intense flavors. The extended
skin contact gives these wines bold amber, russet, or
orange tints. The technique is ancient, but the hype
is new and fast growing. This book includes profiles
of 180 of the best producers from 20 countries
worldwide and is crammed full of all the information
you need to find the best orange wines worldwide
together with tips for how to buy, enjoy, food-match
and age them. Beautifully illustrated with over 150
specially commissioned photos, Amber Revolution is
an essential reference work for any wine lover,
sommelier, retailer or producer who loves orange
wine.
When the coffee shop manager is murdered in
Middlebury’s Amish Artisan Village, two women
from different walks of life must join together to solve
the mystery. Spring has arrived in Middlebury,
Indiana, and Amber Wright is optimistic about the
growing profit from her collection of Amish
shops—until she receives a call that Ethan Gray is
dead. Hurrying over to A Simple Blend, she finds a
solitary hole in the front window and the store
manager lying next to the espresso machine, dead
from an apparent heart attack. All the money is still
in his register. When Amber hires a young Amish
woman, Hannah Troyer, to take over the shop’s
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duties, the two women become fast friends—as well
as amateur sleuths. The police believe Gray’s death
is a by-product of vandalism, but Amber and Hannah
aren't convinced. Clues that don't add up, a neighbor
who is pulled into the midst of the investigation, a
town with secrets to hide, and a blossoming
romance—all will combine to push Amber and
Hannah into unfamiliar roles in order to reveal
answers to the mysteries around them. "Chapman's
latest is a mix of mystery and romance with vivid
characters, a realistic setting and themes of loss,
trust and love." — Romantic Times, four-star review
The perfect blend of business and drama, My Fight
to the Top is a unique, heart-rending autobiography
that has mass appeal - whether the reader wants to
learn how to get ahead in business, or simply learn
how to keep it together through life's challenges.
Fromt the rough East End of Glasgow, Michelle
Mone overcame the physical violence of school
bullies, the emotional trauma of financial difficulties
at home and the tragic paralysis of her father, to
become one of the UK's most respected
entrepreneurial women. From the simple experience
of wearing an uncomfortable bra Michelle created
the Ultimo brand, now worth £50m. However, the
road has been far from smooth and the pressure of
trying to build a business and be a good mother
brought her marriage - and her health - to the edge.
But with steely determination she fought back,
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striving to make Ultimo a genuine success story.
First published in 2012, this catalogue presents fiftysix Etruscan, Greek, and Italic carved ambers from
the Getty Museum's collection—the second largest
body of this material in the United States and one of
the most important in the world. The ambers date
from about 650 to 300 BC. The catalogue offers full
description of the pieces, including typology, style,
chronology, condition, and iconography. Each piece
is illustrated. The catalogue is preceded by a general
introduction to ancient amber (which was also
published in 2012 as a stand-alone print volume
titled Amber and the Ancient World). Through
exquisite visual examples and vivid classical texts,
this book examines the myths and legends woven
around amber—its employment in magic and
medicine, its transport and carving, and its
incorporation into jewelry, amulets, and other objects
of prestige. This publication highlights a group of
remarkable amber carvings at the J. Paul Getty
Museum.
In A Horse Called Hero by Sam Angus, it is the brink
of World War II, and a family forced out of their
London home flees to the country. Wolfie and his
older sister Dodo are devastated to leave behind
everything they've ever known, but they begin
settling into their new life. One day, they come
across an orphaned fowl, which they raise as Hero,
a strong and beautiful horse who lives up to his
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name when he saves the children from a fire. Wolfie
and Dodo find comfort in their new life, but the war is
escalating quickly and horses are needed for
combat. One night, Hero is stolen, and the children
are shattered. Years then pass without any
indication Hero will return. It's only when Wolfie
becomes a stable hand that he discovers Hero has
ended up working in the mines under terrible
conditions. Then and there, Wolfie resolves to save
Hero, a plan that places both of their lives in
jeopardy. Together again, can they will survive?
An idealistic young man trains a workhorse to race in
this triumphant story from Newbery Award–winning
author Marguerite Henry, back in print by popular
demand. The Palio horse race is held in Siena, Italy,
each year and dates back to medieval times. Giorgio
Terni is an idealistic young man who dreams of
becoming a horse trainer and riding in the Palio. He
forges a relationship with a beautiful horse named
Gaudenzia. No one else believes that the mare will
ever be more than a workhorse, but Giorgio senses
something in the horse, and he’s determined to
teach her to trust people again—and to prepare her to
race. This cherished story from Newbery
Award–winning author Marguerite Henry features the
original text and illustrations with gorgeous new
cover art.
As seen on ITV's Britain's Got Talent, where they
captured the hearts of the nation, this is Amanda and
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Miracle's incredible story of survival, love and hope
Snatched from the streets of Thailand, loaded onto a
truck with hundreds of other stolen dogs and
destined for the restaurants of Hanoi, Miracle the
dog shouldn’t be alive today. But an incredible
rescue led to a fateful meeting with Amanda Leask,
a dog lover from Scotland. Devastated by Miracle’s
plight and the hopelessness of his situation, she
knew she had to do everything in her power to save
him. But Amanda could never have imagined that in
doing so she was really saving herself... Amanda’s
six year-old son Kyle, who was born with cerebral
palsy and autism, built a deep and lasting connection
with Miracle and their special bond has transformed
not only Kyle’s life but that of the entire family.
Heartbreaking, inspirational and ultimately lifeaffirming, this incredible tale is proof that miracles
really can happen...
Red Rum's classic win in the 1977 Grand National is
the stuff of sporting legend. Red himself became a
national treasure, and his charismatic trainer - the
redoubtable Ginger McCain - became a sporting
hero. While the public adored Ginger, there were
those who sniped that he was a one-horse trainer.
All that changed 27 years later when, in a thrilling
race, Ginger won his fourth National with Amberleigh
House, equalling the record of Fred Rimmer. Once
again Ginger had taken the sporting world by storm.
In the 70s, the popularity of Red Rum and Ginger
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almost single-handedly saved the great race when
there were plans afoot to turn the track into a
housing estate. Ginger himself is a remarkable
individual - charming, forthright, not afraid to speak
his mind and a hugely entertaining raconteur. This is
his story, at times funny, sad, exciting and always
captivating, told in his own inimitable style.
Ark of Hoof Prints. Book Five Amber Ark. The Iron
Man wants to make the Old Emperor pay for the
death of his father and for banishing his family. He’s
plans are twisted by She-With-The-Sight, she uses
her own kin to take her revenge on the Iron Man
cruelty. She let the Iron Man take the boy, but
ReeMara has the power, she will carry the amber
stones to the city to place under the temple. The girl
does not know she has been manipulated till the
sward is in her hand pointing at the Iron Man’ hart.
He killed her family, destroyed her village, he took
her brother. The real danger to the city and her and
those ReeMara loves is She-With-The-Sight! SheWith-The-Sight wants the twins ReeMara’s younger
children. She-With-The-Sight wants to disgrace
ReeMara and ReeArk, put the twins in their places
as Emperor and Empress. Control the trading city or
destroy it as she wishes.
“Readers will be clamoring for more.” Publishers
Weekly on Flash Just when you think it’s the end of
your story . . . grace shows up. Sometimes it arrives
as a moment of joy in the middle of despair.
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Sometimes you find it next to a trusted friend along
an old, well-trodden path. And sometimes, grace has
fuzzy ears, a bristled mane, and hope for a new
start. Join Rachel Anne Ridge, author of the beloved
memoir Flash, in a journey back to the pasture. As
she adopts a second rescue donkey as a little
brother for Flash—a miniature named Henry—she
finds that walking with donkeys has surprising
lessons to teach us about prayer, renewing our faith,
and connecting to God in fresh ways. Readers all
over the world fell in love with Flash and with
Rachel’s thoughtful, funny, and poignant stories
about what life with a donkey can teach you. Now,
meet Henry and join him on a walk that could
change everything about how you hope, trust, and
move forward from past regrets.
The Newbery Medal–winning author of Good
Masters! Sweet Ladies! gives readers a virtuoso
performance in verse in this profoundly original epic
pitched just right for fans of poetry, history,
mythology, and fantasy. Welcome to ancient Greece
as only genius storyteller Laura Amy Schlitz can
conjure it. In a warlike land of wind and sunlight,
“ringed by a restless sea,” live Rhaskos and Melisto,
spiritual twins with little in common beyond the
violent and mysterious forces that dictate their lives.
A Thracian slave in a Greek household, Rhaskos is
as common as clay, a stable boy worth less than a
donkey, much less a horse. Wrenched from his
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mother at a tender age, he nurtures in secret, aided
by Socrates, his passions for art and philosophy.
Melisto is a spoiled aristocrat, a girl as precious as
amber but willful and wild. She’ll marry and be
tamed—the curse of all highborn girls—but risk her life
for a season first to serve Artemis, goddess of the
hunt. Bound by destiny, Melisto and Rhaskos—Amber
and Clay—never meet in the flesh. By the time they
do, one of them is a ghost. But the thin line between
life and death is just one boundary their unlikely
friendship crosses. It takes an army of snarky gods
and fearsome goddesses, slaves and masters,
mothers and philosophers to help shape their story
into a gorgeously distilled, symphonic tour de force.
Blending verse, prose, and illustrated archeological
“artifacts,” this is a tale that vividly transcends time,
an indelible reminder of the power of language to
illuminate the over- and underworlds of human
history.
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